Have it all with a
workspace tailored
to your unique
business needs
SABRE RED WORKSPACE
The Sabre® Red TM Workspace is an easy-to-use, configurable agent
workspace. It is the gateway to all of your travel reservations and
management needs, including the Sabre® travel marketplace, making it
your one-stop shop.
The Red Workspace enables an agency to have unprecedented
flexibility. Traditional and graphical workflows allow agents to efficiently
work in the mode that best fits their needs. And the power of the
Red Workspace is opened to even more possibilities with the ability to
add Sabre® Red TM Apps.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
CUSTOMIZE THE WORKSPACE
to meet your unique needs and
control configurations across the
agency for optimal efficiency
WORK AND TRAIN FASTER
through enhanced views,
integrated content, and a
streamlined booking process, all
without leaving the workspace
OFFER YOUR TRAVELERS
MORE with custom offers from
suppliers, plus rich content like
360-degree views
EXPAND THE CAPABILITIES
of your workspace by integrating
Red Apps from a range of
developers

Email air, car and hotel itinerary options
during the shopping process without
leaving your workflow.
Sabre Red Workspace helps you become more efficient.
It’s part of the Sabre Red Efficiency Suite, which includes
Apps, Business Intelligence, Consulting, Developer Tools,
Direct Fare Filing, Post Booking Automation and Workflow
Management.

HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU
The Red Workspace is highly customizable and configurable to best meet
the needs of each user. Administrators can control which applications
and features are available in the workspace to optimize efficiency across
the agency. And agent workflow is dramatically improved with the
Red Workspace. Its intuitive interface provides easy access to all the
capabilities agents need to efficiently deliver great service.
Agents can choose between a traditional or fully graphical workflow - or a
hybrid of the two. With a simple, fully graphical workflow, agents can shop
and book air, car and hotel content, and then email options to the traveler.
The graphical view gives agents the flexibility to easily take advantage of
all the benefits of the Sabre travel marketplace.
Agents can further extend the power of the Red Workspace by adding
Red Apps from developers around the world. The result? A truly flexible
workspace with the capabilities that enable agents to stay ahead of
evolving customer needs.

How you will stand out
EMPOWER AGENTS with all the
capabilities they need to deliver great
service efficiently.
STREAMLINE CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATION with professionallyformatted air, car and hotel itinerary
options emailed directly within the
workflow.
MANAGE WORKSPACE
CONFIGURATION across the
agency by group or individually via the
administration tool.
EXTEND YOUR WORKSPACE through
the world of innovations provided by
Red Apps.
REDUCE TRAINING time through the
use of simple, yet powerful, graphical
workflow capabilities.

In our graphical view, find hotels
on maps according to proximity to
specific locations.

Innovation Award
Business Travel and Meetings
Show, 2011

We care. As dedicated as we are to delivering great travel technology, we are also dedicated to caring for
the world in which we live and work. That’s why we created Passport to Freedom, a travel industry initiative
to end human trafficking. Learn more at sabre.com/passporttofreedom
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